
Whether You Experience

DARKNESS LIGHTOR

Whether You Choose

WRONG RIGHTOR

Whether You Feel

BAD GOODOR

ALL OF LIFE IS ONE BIG GREY AREA

YOU BRING COLOUR TO IT!

FOR VISUAL INDIVIDUALS

A MINDSHIFT QUICKSHEET



The beautiful thing about the colour spectrum is
choice.  You may be stuck in one colour path or another.

Your Inner Colour and the changes it goes through.

You may see more or less colours than other people.

Your layout may be displayed differently than others

For society we must seem more put together. 

And the public rules say that we should
always be the colour we first displayed.

We make allowances for Mood swings

And sometimes we dim our lights, to be nice to others

Other times we embolden them, to enforce upon others

And what your not ever supposed to be is
to good, or to bad for your society.

Your society will let you know and it’s up 
to you if you wish to listen.
But it’s always up to you.

No matter the colour path you are one.

But really it’s all just for You.

How you display it is all the matters.

Only your perspective matters.



Some people feel forced to express themselves as
one colour when they want to be another

Yet even with the best masks, people may seem a
little odd for themselves

Over time it will transmute either in shape
or the other colour will shine through

With practice you can see this in yourself and 
others.

They will learn to make a mask,
or become what others make them.

But See the beauty of the spectrum again

Even if you live in a colour blind, or darkened society,
where everything has been outlawed.

you will always have a grey area.

Where you find grey, you find the direction you need to head in.

If a person is locked in a colour and
desires to change their

colour, a way is always found with strong will.
Always a +/- direction towards 

ultimate positivity (white)
or ultimate receptivity (black) exists.

These can lead to a new path for the seeker.

This is why the decisions we
make shape our future colours,

sometimes despite our best intentions. 
Or why we must be

careful what we wish for.

This is nature’s way of not allowing denial to win.
This is why despite cultural beliefs, deceptive people and

even insidious forces.  Individuals who are
comfortable outwardly expressing

their inner colours, even as they are eternally changing,
will always win, no matter how large their dreams.

Changing Your Inner Colour or How Your Inner Colour Changes



Because if white is the reflection of all colours
and black the absorption than this is a more

realistic depiction. 

Or a more traditional view, showing how
the world’s influences can impact you,

but never change your core.

Because the truth of how light works, is the truth of how you work,
It IS the truth for how your society works and how it all works.

The universe included.

Because the truth of how light works, is the truth of how you work,
how your society works and how it all works.  The universe included.

No matter if it looks fuzzy, or fractioned behind stained glass.

Your truth is always in the center and it connects with everyone else.
We just don’t how to connect, nor when to let go.

When to be positive and when to be receptive.

But these are just colours and you are a person.  A real life human being.
So it doesn’t seem this simple.  It really is though, no matter what you are or what you are going through.
No matter what hue, degree, saturation, or colour note you are.   Whether you are POSITIVE or RECEPTIVE.

Just don’t be NEGATIVE and you’ll find your path to You, For You and By You..

Complete with the inconsistency of a shockwave,
alluding to the consistent

change, as we work to form a pattern
strong enough to stand against
whatever tides come our way.

Begin to Receive Your Desired Outcome IRL

But 2 dimensional though only gets us so far So begin visualizing light in 3 dimensional space
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